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1 GENERAL – REALIZATION OF THE CONTRACT
1.1.
These conditions, including the specific conditions stipulated or referred to in our offers, order confirmations, delivery receipts,
work sheets, apply on all our agreements with our clients, and this from the moment onwards that they have been informed of them in any
possible manner, unless otherwise agreed in writing.
1.2. They are regarded as being formal and explicitly accepted by our clients, even if these conditions are inconsistent with their own general or
specific purchase or sales conditions.
1.3. Although a specific agreement deviates from one of the conditions stipulated in these general conditions, this does not imply that the other
conditions are not applicable.
2. OFFER
2.1. Nature
All our propositions, catalogues, brochures, price lists, information and technical cards of whatever nature presented to our clients do not
constitute an offer and are not binding on our behalf.
The offer is only valid for a period of 30 calendar days, unless another period was agreed upon explicitly. We are only bound by our offer if the
order of our client reaches us within the abovementioned period. The prices indicated in the offer only apply if all goods stipulated in the offer
are ordered and if the minimum amounts indicated in the offer are purchased.
Unless otherwise agreed, all work with respect to the installation, the fitting and the activation as well as all work and material with respect to
the protection and packaging are not included in the offer.
2.2. Preliminary study and appendixes to the offer
All appendixes, plans and (mounting)schemes of material which are added to all propositions or offers are only indicative and without
commitment. They are only added to contribute to the finding of a solution for one or other difficulty and are in no way binding on our behalf.
We are allowed to modify the material up and till the time of approval of the order and even after that point, but only under the exclusive
condition that it has at least the same adequate characteristics or is in accordance with the client’s needs as formulated in his order form.
Our client is fully responsible for the possible carrying out of a study with respect to the installation, the compatibility and the mounting. He
also has to make sure that he respects the prevailing sound, hygiene and safety regulations and all environmental regulations in general, even if
a special kind of material has been delivered on his request (whether or not accompanied by additional documents).
We can only guarantee that the material meets specific or additional requirements if these were discussed prior to the acceptance of the order or
if they are stipulated in a letter confirming our explicit acceptance of these requirements.
Nevertheless, on specific demand, we can accept the request to conduct certain studies related to the installation, the compatibility and the
mounting ourselves or have someone conduct them. These studies will be invoiced separately, resulting in our liability being limited to serious
mistakes for not acting as a proper professional.
Is also invoiced separately: any study accepted by us on the client’s request related to the production of a special kind of material.
3. INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
3.1. All designs, studies, sketches, plans, propositions, photos, engravings, printed matter, samples, proofs and pilot products, etc… which
were made available by our agents, representatives or personnel, even when paid for specifically, are and remain our property. They must be
returned to us on simple request if after making them available no order of the corresponding machinery or material was placed.
We reserve the full intellectual property of the aforementioned documents, as well as all industrial rights, rights in rem and rights which can
result from these. We commit to retain them as confidential and do not pass them on, distribute them, hand them over, reproduce them or
execute them without prior consent of the client.
3.2. The client is not allowed to sell other products using our brand and/or trade name.
Neither may the brand or trade name of the seller be used for objects etc... which are being produced by the buyer without the seller’s consent.
3.3. If the abovementioned instruments under article 3.1. are made available by us to the client within the frame of the execution of one of our
commitments to the client, the client must safeguard us from all claims from third parties resulting from any industrial or intellectual property
right. Within the frame of this article the client assures us that with respect to the instruments concerned, he is the original designer or at least
titular, holder, licensee or authorized user of the industrial or intellectual property rights invested on these instruments and that he has not
assigned these rights to a third party. Any form of claim from a third party towards us within this frame allows us by law to suspend all our
commitments towards the client or to regard the agreement as broken on penalty of indemnification at the expense of the client as is the case
with annulments and this increased with all other damage suffered.
4. ORDERS AND ACCEPTANCE
4.1. By signing a copy of the offer as correct, or by making any other mention which indicates that the client accepts our offer without any
reservations, the client is definitively bound.
4.2. When the payment of an advance is included in the offer we are only obliged to execute the order after its completion.
4.3. Any alteration of an order or of our initial offer releases us from our obligation to respect the original period of delivery.
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4.4. Every advance received following an order, is definitively acquired by us, unless the client procures the proof that we, within three months
after being declared in default by him, have clearly failed to meet up to one of our main commitments.
4.5. In the event of the cancellation of an order of material the part of the order which has been executed or is being executed at the time of the
actual receipt of the cancellation, must be paid for.
An order in execution is not only that part of the order for which the actual execution has already taken place, but also that part which is under
preparation, as well as the specific stock, and the orders with possible suppliers and subcontractors which could not be cancelled anymore.
The above goes without detriment to our right to proof and to claim possible additional economic, commercial and other losses we suffer in
result of the commitments we have made to our suppliers following the client’s order.
5. PRICE
5.1. The prices stated are indicative, unless an explicit period is mentioned during which an option can be taken or if a fixed price or a price
determinable independent of both parties is included.
5.2. Possible orders, placed outside the aforementioned option period, will be based on the applicable prices at the time of the explicit
confirmation of the order, which is dependent on several elements such as the purchase prices, the exchange rates, the labour costs, the salaries,
the social security and/or public charges, taxes, insurance premiums and other costs. This newly determined price will be calculated based on
the following formula though only if it regards a price raise:
p=P((O,4 i/I) +(O,3 i/I) +(O,3 l/L)) whereas
- p = the revised price;
- as basic parameters, from the month preceding the one of our
offer:
P = the price used in our offer;
I = the sales index national market (total industry (without construction sector));
L = the national reference salary factory and workshop;
S = social security and insurances factory and workshop;
as evolved parameters, from the month preceding the one of our delivery or execution i, l and s. (source: FOD Economie, KMO, Middenstand
en Energie http://mineco.fgov.be = Department of Economics, SME, Merchants and Energy)
This price adjustment can be applied by us if, against our will, the production or the delivery of the material or the work ordered/requested by
the client can not be executed within the initially determined period of delivery or execution.
5.3. The prices indicated in the order acceptance are prices VAT excluded, and for machines this is always without including packaging and ex
workshop.
The prices indicated definitely don’t include: the costs of packaging, loading and unloading, transport or insurance, etc...
5.4. If the amounts stipulated in our offer are not ordered by the client we reserve the right to raise our piece or unit prices.
5.5. Possible working hours will be charged based on the unit price per working hour per man in accordance to the applicable rate at that time.
5.6. Our prices are always based on information which is made available to us by our customers. They do not include extraordinary
circumstances which oblige us to substantially adjust our production process.

6. DELIVERY - TRANSFER – DELIVERY PERIODS
6.1. Irrespective of the destination of the goods and the terms of payment, the goods are considered as being supplied ex-workshop or
ex-warehouse.
6.2. The client is fully liable for the delivered goods from the moment we simply inform him of their availability, by for example handing over
a delivery note. The client is liable for the shipment of the goods, except in case the latter reclaims the damage from the person he put in charge
of the packaging, the loading, the unloading, or the transport, and this, irrespective of all other indications on the delivery note, the bill of lading
or any similar document, such as for example: delivered free of charge to station, on quay, at the buyer’s or at full or partial repayment of the
shipment costs. Such mentions only regard the payment and not the transfer of risk, nor the liability of the client.
We commit to deliver the goods in the manner stipulated in the accepted offer.
6.3. In the event of a delay in delivery of more than thirty days with respect to the agreed date of delivery, we will owe the client, by law and
without note of default, a compensation of € 2.50 a day, with a maximum of 20% of the price of the goods which are proven late, VAT
excluded.
6.4. By law we are released of any liability with respect to the period of delivery if:
1)
the terms of payment were not respected by the client,
2)
the technical or commercial data necessary to execute the order, were not passed on to us timely,
3)
force majeure, such as for example: lock-outs, strikes, epidemics, war, economic embargos, sabotage, fire, unfavourable weather
conditions, water damage, machine failure, work failure, the unavailability of important components needed in the production, interruptions or
delays in the transport or the supply of base material, and this both at our company , at our suppliers’ companies as well as resulting from any
external cause of which we can reasonably prove that they held back or are holding back our production process or our period of delivery.
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6.5. If our periods of delivery are expressed in days, weeks or months these periods are always suspended during holiday periods and official
holidays, unless stipulated otherwise.
6.6.

Delivered goods or parts of them are not taken back unless under the application of articles 7.2., 8.4. and 10 stipulated hereafter.

7.

RESERVATION OF TITLE

7.1. The title of the goods we deliver is only transferred to the client after the full payment of the price of the machines or the goods, of the
additional costs and taxes and in the event of late-payment, the payment of the late-payment interest, the indemnification and the recovery
charges stipulated hereafter.
7.2. As long as the abovementioned price, possibly increased as stipulated above, has not been paid, we are, in case of manifest default of the
client, entitled to reclaim the goods we delivered and to establish by registered letter or service that the client is breaching the contract if the
client has not conformed to all conditions of the agreement within eight days after being declared in default by us.
7.3. The client commits to not alter the goods, nor to incorporate them or remodel them, nor to remove the identity plate until they have been
fully paid for. It is forbidden to the client to sell the goods as long as he has not paid the full price, possibly increased as stipulated above.
7.4. It is forbidden to the client to pledge goods and/or merchandise, of which the title has not yet been transferred as stipulated above, nor to
use them as collateral for claims from third parties.
7.5. The property reservation remains valid in case of bankruptcy, dissolution of the client’s company as well as when the latter has obtained
the protection of a measure within the frame of the law on the continuity of the company. The goods we delivered in accordance to what has
been explained above are no part of the client’s assets if they have not been paid for fully to us including all extras which are part of our claim
as determined under article 7.1. and this without the client being declared in default by us. These goods must be returned to us on first request.

8. RECEIPT - COMPLAINTS - RETURNS
8.1. The conformity of the delivery must be verified by the client at the time of receipt. Errors in deliveries regarding among other things the
indicated amount, colour, type and serial numbers and such must be mentioned on the delivery note, the invoice or the bill of lading. Every
complaint regarding the non-conformity of the delivery or any visible defect must be reported to us in writing within ten calendar days counting
from the delivery.
We are not obliged to consider complaints which to not reach us within the aforementioned term.
8.2. Transformed and incorporated goods are regarded as accepted by the client.
8.3. The packaging and the content of possibly non-conforming delivered goods must be retained by the client.
8.4. Return shipments of delivered goods are only accepted if we have agreed to them prior and in writing and if they occurred in accordance to
our instructions.
These goods must reach us free of charge and must be in new and perfect condition.
If the returned goods or material appear damaged we will repair them or have them repaired at the client’s expenses. Only when the costs of
repairing have been paid by the client we will proceed to exchanging them for undamaged goods or material.
9. INVOICES AND PROTESTING
9.1. We are entitled at all times to draw up an invoice for deliveries or performances executed even if these deliveries or performances have
only been executed partially.
9.2. Every invoice protested for reason of formulation, form or content, including the present general and specific conditions, is only valid and
therefore only admissible if this protest is formulated within 10 calendar days following the date of receipt of the invoice.
The protest must always be motivated and specifically stipulate the reasons for the protest in order to be admissible. The client must also
express the volume of his protest expressed in money.
The aforementioned protest must occur by registered letter directed to our company seat.
9.3. In the event of protest the invoiced amounts to which the protest does not apply are still payable on the due–date of the invoice and in case
of late payment these amounts will be increased with interests, indemnifications and recovery costs as stipulated under article 10 below.
9.4. By lack of valid protest the client acknowledges the correctness of the invoiced deliveries and performances, even when there is no prior
agreement or offer on our part.
9.5. By lack of a fixed date of receipt in this respect, our invoices will be regarded as received by the client on the 3rd working day following the
date of invoice for invoice addresses in Belgium, on the 5th working day following the date of invoice for invoice addresses within the European
Union, on the 10th working day following the date of invoice for invoice addresses outside this region. The client must procure the evidence to
the contrary.
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10. PAYMENT
10.1. Unless otherwise stipulated in our invoices, all our deliveries and performances must be paid within 15 calendar days following the date
of invoice and this without the client being entitled to apply a reduction or discount. All payments are paid in cash to our suppliers, COD, at our
company seat or into our bank account.
10.2. By lack of full payment of the invoice within the aforementioned period, starting from the day following that period, by law and without
note of default, we are entitled to late-payment interests as stipulated under article 5 of the Law of 02/08/2002, without the interest rate
generated as such ever being lower than 12 percent annually.
10.3. By none-payment within the aforementioned period, the client also acknowledges having committed a contractual mistake and therefore
having caused us damage. This damage, including the recovery costs as intended under article 6 of the Law of 02/08/2002, must be
compensated by the client and is calculated as such:
- to cover the extrajudicial recovery costs and the additional administrative work an indemnification of 15% of the outstanding amount is
charged with a minimum of €125, increased with a lump sum of €13 per registered letter as well as possible registration duties; if in addition we
hire the help of a third party to obtain an amicable settlement of the amounts we demand, these costs will also be charged to the client.
- if in addition we need to file a legal claim, the client, to the extent that the Law of 02/08/2002 governing business transactions applies, will
have to pay all expenses we made to file the claim without this compensation ever being lower in comparison to the amount that is obtained
after applying the rate of the sums which are claimable costs due the execution of certain material deeds, as stipulated by the King in execution
of article 1022 of the Judicial Code.
10.4. The acceptance of a bill of exchange does not in any way result in a renewal of or a deviation from the present terms of payment.
10.5. If the client has failed to pay one invoice on due date, all other invoices, even those who are not due yet, become claimable immediately.
10.6. In the event of late-payment of our invoice(s)by the client, we reserve the right to declare possibly granted reductions as lapsed, even with
retroactive effect and this for all reductions granted to the client within a period of one year before the last reduction granted.
10.7. In no case an incomplete or partial delivery may be used as a pretext to postpone the payment of the part which is not contested,
something which also applies if the client fails to collect the material which is made available to him. Delays in supply which we are not
responsible for also don’t entitle the client to withhold any payment or to change the original assignment.
Unless we explicitly agreed to it, no form of withholding by way of guarantee is allowed.
10.8. If we grant payment facilities, either payments in terms, or the acceptance of bills of exchange, we thereby explicitly stipulate that the first
default in payment by law and without note of default implies that all bills of exchange or terms of payment become due immediately. In that
case, we may also regard possible agreements closed as being broken by the client.
10.9. Payments are always determined taking into account the applicable conditions regarding due interests, followed by the indemnification
and the recovery costs and only then the due amounts (balances) of the invoices are considered, whereby the oldest outstanding amounts are
taken into account first, and this irrespective of (a) possible remark(s)or mention(s) of the client at the time of (his) payment(s).
10.10. We are at all times allowed to transfer the whole or only part of our claim with respect to the client to a third party.
10.11. We hereby agree with our client that, if, despite the conditions stipulated above, the material or goods we delivered, which have not yet
been paid for, are fully or partially sold anyway by our client to a client of his, a transfer of claim will result from this as follows: after servicing
a registered letter from us to our client as well as to his client, the claim towards our client is transferred fully or proportionally for the part sold,
amounting to a claim in principal, with the exclusion of late-payment interests, claims and recovery costs from our client towards us. Our
client is obliged to inform us of all elements of his claim with respect to his client on first request if we are considering applying this article.
11. WARRANTY
11.1. Within the limits of the warranty we are allowed to offer from the producer or from our supplier we guarantee the material or product sold
and delivered by us against any production error or functional deficiency, irrespective if it resulted from a deficiency in the conception, the base
material, the production or the execution and this under the following conditions:
11.2. The warranty only applies on goods or material delivered or on performances executed by us. It does not apply on material in which our
delivered goods or material have been incorporated and more specifically to the properties/characteristics of these materials and goods.
11.3. If the machines have been incorporated by the client himself or by a third party into no matter which material, then only they are
responsible for the adjustment, the choice and/or (the judgement of) the fact that the goods delivered by us are adequate or not adequate. The
warranty never applies in the event of faulty mounting, adjustment, conception and/or functioning of the whole or on the parts of the
combination created as such.
11.4. On repairs done by us as well as on the new-built of combined groups a warranty period of 6 months applies starting from the first use by
the client to the extent that this use starts within a reasonable term following our delivery.
With the new-built of combined groups we mean the machines conceived and constructed by us whether or not they consist of one or more
original components and parts, delivered by us or a third party, mounted and/or assembled.
The warranty period on the combined components and parts will never exceed the abovementioned warranty period unless the original
supplier/producer intervenes in the costs of replacing, assembling and demounting the parts as well as mounting them.
11.5. Are explicitly excluded from the warranty, the defaults and/or damage immediately resulting from, or which became apparent resulting
from one of the following facts or actions:
Any carelessness or slip with respect to the connection or the manipulation, any use of the equipment which differs from our
technical specifications or those of the producer as they are stipulated in the user’s manual, which is given to each client, or, in general, the
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misuse or the erroneous use of it.
Every intervention, adjustment, repair or similar practice with respect to the maintenance which was performed by anyone who was
not authorized to do so by us or by the producer.
-

All fire, water damage, accidents or defaults in air-conditioning systems, storms, the effects of storm or meteorological disasters.

-

Every act resulting in damage, caused by no matter who, including the client himself or his representatives.

-

The damage caused by the transport, even when the delivery is free of charge and is done by us or on our request.

11.6. In any case every default must be reported to us by registered letter and this within eight days from the moment of discovering it and
ultimately within six months after the delivery, this on penalty of loss of warranty.
11.7. The client can only claim his warranty if the goods for which the warranty is claimed have been fully paid for.
11.8. If only a part of a machine or a delivered good must be replaced, the warranty on the whole of the machine or good is never extended.
11.9. Every alteration or mounting of none-original pieces, even though they are new, invalidate the warranty.
12. PACKAGING
All packaging and protection of machines for transport and storage are invoiced on top of the goods. By lack of specific indications all
packaging is prepared by us in accordance to what we consider necessary in function of the nature of the goods and of the transport and of the
storage. Packaging is never returnable.
13. TRANSPORT AND WAREHOUSING CHARGES
13.1. All administrative and fiscal operations regarding transport, insurances, customs, etc... are at the charge and the risk of the client who is
responsible for the verification of the goods on arrival and, in the event, to recover the losses from the carrier or the transport-commissioner or
the middleman, even if the delivery occurred free of charge.
13.2. If we arrange the transport of the material delivered by us, the client must always make sure that the unloading occurs in dry
circumstances and on a hard and easily driveable road. Damage caused to surfacing while unloading is never at our charge.
13.3. If the collection of material was stipulated in the agreement or the offer and the collection has not taken place within 15 calendar days
following our notice to the client informing him of the fact that the goods may be collected by him at our factory or warehouses, we are entitled
to charge warehousing charges in accordance to the rate applicable at that time.
14. TRANSFER AND REPLACEMENT
We are entitled to have ourselves replaced during the execution of our commitments by no matter which third party whom we consider suitable
to execute the contract.
15. LIABILITY AND EXONERATION CLAUSES
15.1. In accordance to his obligations as principal resulting from the Law on Well-Being of 4th August 1996 and its implementing orders of 27th
March 1998 our client must inform us properly, fully and prior to the execution of any work in his factories, warehouses or mobile workshops
and discuss with us all safety, health and environmental risks related to the work we execute.
Within this frame toolbox-meetings and S(afety)-H(ealth)-E(nvironment)meetings will be organized with our personal and our executives on
the client’s initiative where decisions can be made regarding the proper measures to take and during which the people responsible for their
execution can be appointed.
The client is responsible for drawing up and giving us access to a preparatory risk inventory and an evaluation plan as well as to an emergency
and an evacuation plan.
Within this frame the client will give us, prior to the execution of any of our work, a detailed plan of the locations where work must be executed
clearly indicating the location of the cables/pipes for electricity, water, gases and liquids, the possible presence of storage tanks, crates and
other storage units as well as their contents and the mention of risk of fire or explosion.
The client must make sure that on the location or in the immediate vicinity of where we work or supply material collective means of protection
are installed and a first-aid kit is available and that fire-extinguishers are easily available and accessible.
On simple request, the client will also proceed to stopping machines, closing mains or tanks or remove materials and material prior to, during or
for a well-determined period after the work which we must execute.
When the client neglects one or more of his abovementioned obligations or if he fails to act as a co-ordinator for the work we perform as a good
housefather by constantly or occasionally checking up on the work we executed we are released of any responsibility and liability with respect
to any damage arising at the time of or due to our work, even when there is a causal link between an act or a manipulation of material or
materials carried out by anyone of our company or anyone appointed by us.
15.2. When we are held liable for possible damage suffered by the client following mistakes committed by us or by people appointed by us
during the time of the execution of the agreement, our liability is always limited to the direct damage resulting from a serious mistake
committed by us or the deceit of one of the people we appointed or the ill (or none-)execution of our main commitment, except in the event of
possible force majeure and also barring what was determined under article 15.1.
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15.3. In addition our liability can never exceed the amount required to replace the material or goods delivered by us or damaged by us.
15.3. We can never be held liable for indirect damage and no objective product liability can be imputed on us.
15.4. Our liability definitely does not apply when the damage is caused by a concurrence of a defect in the product combined with the
responsibility of the victim or of the person for whom the victim is responsible, such as for example using a machine while knowing that it has
a defect.
15.5. Any claim must be reported to us in writing within 8 calendar days after its appearance and every estimation of damage must be reported
to us immediately.
15.6. To the extent that a third party approaches us for the indemnification of damage which is directly or indirectly linked to the delivery of
goods or material or the execution of work on request or on behalf of the client, the client will be held to release us from any indemnification
which we ought to pay in this respect to this third party. If on the other hand we are approached by the client in releasing him from any
indemnification for which he has been approached by any third party, our warranty will be limited to the indemnification which we could be
held to pay directly to the client for the amounts of and within the limits stipulated in the present conditions.
16. DISSOLUTION
If the client, following our registered notice of default, does not pay for the ordered although not yet delivered goods within the specified terms,
we reserve the right, in accordance to our own judgement, either to claim the execution of the agreement or to regard the agreement by law as
broken on behalf of the client. In the event of the latter, the client owes us an indemnification for breach of contract for an amount of minimum
30% of the contract, price without detriment to our right to claim a higher indemnification if we can proof, using all possible means allowed by
law to proof this, that the aforementioned minimum is insufficient to cover all our damage.
17. MISCELANEOUS
17.1. If our personnel is hindered in the execution of its assignment by fault of the client, an indemnification based on hourly wages of €35 for
the time lost and the waiting hours will apply.
17.2. In the event of the death of or the dissolution by the client, we always have the choice between either dissolving the contract or claiming
its execution from his legal successor(s).
In case of bankruptcy or when the law on the continuity of companies is applied, before the delivery or the full execution of our performances,
the agreement will be, in accordance to our choice, either dissolved or not dissolved and the client will lose all his rights, for whatever possible
reason, to claim indemnification from us.
17.3. Our client must provide the free disposition and the delivery free of charge of the facilities on or in the immediate vicinity of the work
places where we execute our work mentioned hereafter: sanitary facilities for our personnel, a canteen, a dressing area, parking facilities for our
vehicles, electricity, water, vertical and horizontal transport, as well as a dry and dust-free and closed depot.
17.4. If our client requires our personnel to observe a prior, specific safety training or a similar training before allowing them entrance to their
facilities, the time needed for such activity will be charged as additional work based on our unit prices per working hour per man and this in
accordance to the applicable rate at that moment. Our personnel may never be subjected to any prior screening which violates their privacy or
which is not allowed by law.
Possible identification badges issued by us or by the professional organization we are a member of must be sufficient proof of the
professionalism of our personnel.
18. JURISDICTION
The parties agree to use, prior to any legal actions, all possible means to reach an amicable settlement. By lack of such an amicable settlement
the courts of the legal district in which our company seat is located has the exclusive jurisdiction, even in the event of multiple defendants,
counterclaims, mediation and third party proceedings, and even in summary proceedings. On all agreements concluded between us and the
client only Belgian law applies.

